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Industry Viewpoint
What do printer industry
insiders think of the likely
impact of the iPad? To find
out Print.IT spoke to Brother
UK sales and marketing
director Phil Jones.

Bulletin
Growing tablet sales a
threat to print industry
The decision by the House of
Lords to allow iPads into the
chamber during debates is the
latest example of how tablet
computers are reducing the
need for hard copy documents,
with potentially serious knockon effects for the printer
industry.
Speaking on Radio 4’s
Today programme Lord Deben,
better known as John Gummer,
advocated the use of tablets
on the basis that they allowed
members of the House of Lords
to view documents relating to
debates electronically.
“If I had an iPad, I could
see Hansard on-screen and
wouldn’t have to bring in printed
papers, meaning I’d save a great
number of trees. It seems to me
that this is an environmentally
friendly and sensible thing to
do,” he said.
Another popular application
for tablet computers is as a

replacement for hard copy
board packs in company board
meetings. Digital Boardbooks,
a developer of software that
allows board members to access
documents with the swipe of
a finger, reports that a growing
number of European businesses
have transferred their board
material online to reduce labour,
printing, paper and courier
costs.
Tablets are also being
introduced for more general
tasks. According to a Morgan
Stanley Blue Paper published
in February, two thirds of
companies expect to allow
tablets on their networks by
2012, up from 29% currently.
Underlying this trend, argues
Morgan Stanley, is the growing
use of iPads for content creation
rather than mere consumption.
Currently one in five tablet
owners regularly uses their
device to create or edit files,

compared to 56% of notebook
users. However, Morgan Stanley
expects this figure to rise with
the introduction of mobile apps
and more powerful processors.
One consequence of growing
tablet sales is a reduction in
demand for printed output,
which the bank believes could
cause printer supplies revenue
to fall by 1-2% this year and by
2-5% in 2012.
While it is true that one
can access information on a
notebook – except in the House
of Lords which is limiting its
trial to touchscreen devices on
the basis that the clacking of a
keyboard will prove too much
of a distraction during debates
– Morgan Stanley believes
that the greater portability and
longer battery life of a tablet
poses a greater threat to the
printed page.

An iPad user himself, Jones
agrees that tablets will have an
impact on page volumes but
sees them as part of a broader
change in the way people
interact with documents.
“I have a bigger monitor, dual
screens, a notebook, Blackberry
and an iPad. There are more
and more possibilities for
viewing information on-screen
and the printer industry has to
look at that as a macro trend
that’ll change the way people
print,” he said.
“In the developing world

paper use is growing but in the
Western world it is declining
by 2-3% per annum. That still
leaves a massive market for
the printer industry to address
– and lets not forget that one
of the first questions asked by
someone with an iPad is how do
I print from this?.”
“Yet, by the same token, it
is evident that new technology
will lead to a decline in print.
At Brother our sales are still
growing but at an overall
market level it is clearly
happening and is something

that manufacturers have to take
notice of.”
As part of this process,
Brother is looking at people’s
changing printing needs, which,
according to Jones, are more
and more about being able to
print anywhere. “The question
is ‘How do I get this printed
where I am, from this device?”,
he said.
In response to this need,
Brother was the first printer
company to produce an app
that enabled its customers to
print from an iPhone.

0844 880 6905
info@cargilsolutions.co.uk
www.cargilsolutions.co.uk
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Bulletin
Poor quality and reliability add
to cost of compatibles, says HP

Make your ink
last longer
Print Saver Eco is the easy
way to make your printer
consumables last longer. The
software reduces the amount
of ink used by as much as 75%
without affecting print speed
or print quality. Available from
Avanquest, Print Saver Eco is
compatible with any standalone
or networked printer. It sits
in the system tray and works
in the background so no
adjustments need to be made
each time printing is required.
www.avanquest.co.uk

HP is warning customers that
using non-HP consumables
can cost almost twice as
much as original HP LaserJet
cartridges when factors such
as reliability and print quality
are taken into account.
The claim is based on
research conducted for HP by
Quality Logic comparing HP36A
and 64A cartridges (for the HP
LaserJet P1505 and P4015
printers) with 216 compatible
consumables from third parties.
The latter included
remanufactured and/or clone
cartridges from Xerox, Armor,
HQ Emstar, Lyreco, Pelikan,
ActiveJet, Black Point, Sky Print
and Solution Print.
Quality Logic found that
original HP LaserJet toner
cartridges outperformed non-HP
toner cartridges in all areas of
the study.

Snaps
on demand
Free your digital images with the
Polaroid GL10 Instant Mobile
Printer. Part of the Polaroid Grey
label line created with input

Surely more stylish than a PC
The Lexmark Genesis S815 allin-one raises the style stakes
for desktop printers. And not
before time.
According to a Lexmarksponsored survey of 450
European office workers, printers
and faxes are the least stylish
desktop products: the most
stylish is the desktop PC, cited
by almost three quarters of
respondents (72%).
The good news for Lexmark
is that black is thought to be
the most stylish colour and
two thirds of respondents said
they would pay a premium
for fashionable products.
4 PRINT.IT

Nevertheless, functionality and
ease of use remain the main
criteria for choosing a product.
The Lexmark Genesis scores
on all fronts, with a distinctive
upright design, glossy black
cover and eye-catching colour
touch-screen display. Innovative
Flash Scan technology scans in
just three seconds, while built-in
web connectivity and a growing
choice of printer apps expand
what it is possible to do on a
desktop all-in-one. Genesis can
even be used as a digital photo
frame showing an ever changing
selection of your favourite snaps.
With print speeds of up

Overall, more than four out
of every 10 third party products
failed, either because they were
dead on arrival; had a page
count of less than 75% of the
average of all cartridges tested;
or produced output of too low
a standard. In contrast, HP
cartridges tested had a failure
rate of zero.
Almost all the pages (97%)
printed using an HP cartridge
were deemed to be of good
enough quality to be distributed
externally compared to 61% of
the pages printed on non-HP
cartridges. Of the 216 non-HP
cartridges tested, 87 failed to
reach that standard more than
50% of the time.
Quality Logic also found
that original toner cartridges
had better toner adhesion and
greater optical density.
www.hp.com
from Lady Gaga, the printer
takes less than a minute
to produce full colour,
3 x 4in photos (with
or without borders). The
battery-powered GL10 prints
wirelessly from Bluetoothenabled mobile phones and
via a USB cable from digital
cameras, PCs and Macs. Free
apps let users edit and enhance
photos prior to printing.
www.polaroid.com

Brother helps
protect the
rainforest
Printer manufacturer Brother
has helped to save 2,000
acres of rainforest – an
area the size of 1,000
football pitches – through a
tree-saving scheme run in
conjunction with rainforest
sustainability charity Cool
Earth.
Since July 2009, Brother
has pledged to protect a tree in
the Peruvian Amazon for every
four drums or toner cartridges
and every eight ink cartridges
returned by customers via its
‘ReNew’ consumables recycling
programme.
So far, the Brother Earth
scheme has preserved
88,000 mature rainforest
trees and 380,000 saplings
and prevented the release of
520,000 tonnes of carbon
dioxide emissions.
To view the area of rainforest
Brother has protected, visit
www.coolearth.org/brother.
www.brotherearth.com

to 33/30 pages per minute
(mono/colour), automatic
two-sided printing, wireless-N
connectivity, individually
replaceable Vizix ink cartridges
and the option of cost-saving
high capacity cartridges, the
Genesis S815 boasts most of
the same features as Lexmark’s
award-winning
web-enabled
all-in-ones, making
this a versatile desktop
companion. Arguably, all
that’s missing is an automatic
document feeder. But, then
again, how often do you copy/
scan/fax large multi-page
documents?
www.lexmark.co.uk
0870 903 9500

Samsung unveils Xerox targets the entry level
Emulsion Aggregate Toner
Small businesses with limited
new look for its
Technology and a print
space, funds and print volumes
resolution of 600 x 600 x
are
the
target
market
for
a
trio
printers
4dpi delivers high business
of new colour laser printers
In a break with tradition,
Samsung has introduced an
unusual textured finish for its
new mono laser devices, the
SCX-4833FD /SCX-5737FW
MFPs and ML-3310ND/ML3710ND printers.
Useful features (not available
on all models) include built-in
duplex; secure pull printing;
WiFi with one-touch set-up;
touchscreens; Eco Mode; Dual
Core Processors; Direct USB
print function; cost-saving high
capacity (10,000-page) toner
cartridges; and a free five-year
warranty.
For improved document
management and tracking,
the MFPs feature embedded
barcode fonts so that users
can print and scan document
barcodes without the need for a
separate programme.
The ML-3710ND and SCX5737FW print at 35ppm, while
the SCX-4833FD and ML3310ND have print speeds of
31ppm.
www.samsung.co.uk
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from Xerox. The Xerox Phaser
6000 (from £99), Xerox
Phaser 6010 (from £139),
Xerox Phaser 6500 (from
£240) and the multifunctional
Xerox WorkCentre 6505 (from
£365) give small businesses
an in-house colour capability
for little upfront investment.
The combination of Xerox’s

graphics-quality output
ideal for presentations
and brochures, with crisp
black text and smooth colour
transitions. Colour/mono print
speeds range from 10/12ppm
on the Phaser 6000 to
23/23ppm on the WorkCentre
6505. One weakness of the
printers is the lack of automatic

duplexing on the
Phaser 6000 and 6010: it
is available as an option on the
Phaser 6500 and WorkCentre
6505. www.xerox.com

Intelligent printer powers down as darkness falls
Ricoh has added a power-saving
light sensor to its new 25 pages
per minute colour laser printer,
the Aficio SP C320DN. The ECO
Night Sensor automatically
switches off the device’s main
power when ambient light levels
(natural or artificial) dip below a
certain level. The sensor can be
set to cut power from 5 to 120
minutes after darkness falls.

The printer’s other features
include a small footprint; front or
top access for ease of operation;
two-sided printing at the rated
engine speed; 1200 x 1200 dpi
print resolution; support for paper
up to 220gsm, envelopes, labels,
card stock and transparencies;
and a maximum paper capacity
of 1,100 sheets.
www.ricoh.co.uk

The complete communications centre
Panasonic is taking multi-functionality to a new
level with the Panasonic KX-MB2061. Bringing
the company’s expertise in communications to
office printing, it combines traditional laser MFP
functions with a built-in telephone system (and
answering machine) for up to six DECT cordless
handsets. Sophisticated communications features
include the ability to forward voice messages
and faxes as email; or save voicemail as .wav
emails1 as PDFs for remote access via a
10:48files
amandPage
smartphone or PDA. As an MFP, the KX-MB2061
provides mono printing/copying at speeds of
24ppm, colour scanning, Super G3 fax but no
auto duplex. www.panasonic.co.uk

This is Why the new MX-2610 / 3110N
can be fun as well as practical
with its customisable 10.1”
touch screen user interface

Sharp Electronics UK
Tel: 0800 138 5051
Email: mfp.suk@sharp.eu

www.binfo.co.uk
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Bulletin
Print policies

An easier way to add text to images
The task of personalising
calendars, cards and
photobooks by adding text to
elements within an image has
been made easier with a new
tool that automatically adjusts
the perspective and angles of
text so that it blends into a
photograph.
Developed by Xerox, Simple
Personalized Imaging (SPI)
software is aimed at the growing
customisable photo-finishing
market, but it can also be used to
create personalised promotional
material for direct marketing
campaigns and, according to
Xerox, is simple enough for even
casual users.

Canon turns on
the style

Once the user has loaded
a photo into the software and
selected a location for the text,
SPI analyses the image and
determines how to shape the text
to the perspective of the objects
in the photo. Users can adjust
the text’s shape and positioning,
and choose font, colour and other
special effects.
The current version can
be used to add words to flat
surfaces, such as walls and
pavements, or to replace existing
text within an image, such as on
a street sign or billboard.
Xerox claims that SPI fills a
gap in the personalised image
solutions market, which is

The cartridges are individually
replaceable to minimise waste,
but have a high cost per page
compared to ‘business inkjets’
Canon has expanded its stylish from Epson and HP and the
Professional series from Lexmark
PIXMA range with a number of
(less than 1p per mono page
new products suitable for use
on some models). Yet, with a
in the home or office.
comparatively low price tag of
The top-of-the-range PIXMA
£199, the Pixma MX885 could
MX885, in particular, comes
still be an affordable option for a
with features likely to appeal
micro business or home worker
to business users including
with low print volumes.
automatic two-sided printing;
Canon has also launched
a 35-sheet duplex automatic
two
lower speed, cheaper PIXMA
document feeder for two-sided
all-in-ones, the £129 MX420
copying, scanning and faxing;
and £99 MX410 (8.7 mono/5
WiFi and Ethernet connectivity; a
colour ipm). These, too, feature
Super G3 fax with a paper-saving
ADFs, scan to USB functionality
save to memory function; and
and WiFi, but, with a 2 picolitre
‘dramatically improved’ ISO ESAT
droplet size, can’t match the
print speeds of 12.5 images per
MX885’s image quality. More
minute B&W and 9.3 ipm colour.
arpMX2610_StripAd2 23/3/11 10:49
am for
Page
1
pertinent
business
users, they
It comes with five ink tanks,
don’t have automatic two-sided
including one with black pigment
printing or scanning.
ink for crisp, sharp text, and
Another new addition to
produces 1 picolitre droplets
the
PIXMA range that has real
for outstanding print quality.

This is Why our
MX-2610 / 3110N
provide a smarter
way of working

currently polarised between basic
tools that allow fixed text to be
inserted into pre-selected images
and sophisticated text insertion
tools aimed at high-end graphic
designers.
SPI was developed in concert
with XMPie, a Xerox company
specialising in one-to-one
personalisation technologies and
services. A web-based prototype
will be available for users to try
out shortly. www.xmpie.com
appeal for business users is
the iX6550 A3+ inkjet printer.
Ideal for producing large format
photos and documents such
as spreadsheets, newsletters
and timetables, this compact
device is 30% smaller than
its predecessor and includes
many of the same features
as its smaller A4 cousins,
including fast print speeds
(11.3ipm mono/8.8ipm colour),
outstanding print quality (1
picolitre droplets/9600dpi
resolution) and five individually
replaceable ink tanks.
Like other A3 inkjet devices
(see cover story), the
£199 iX6550 provides
businesses that print
only a small number
of large format
pages with a low-cost
alternative to A3
colour laser printers.
0844 369 0100
www.canon.co.uk

As well as being more energy
efficient and quieter than the
models they replace, Kyocera’s
new ECOSYS colour printers,
the FS-C5150DN (21ppm)
and FS-C5250DN (26ppm),
come with features to cut
waste and unnecessary paper
and toner use. These include
integrated accounting for 100
department codes and support
for application-based profiling,
which allows the KX printer
driver to be configured so that
jobs from specific applications,
for example email, are printed
according to a predefined print
policy such as mandatory duplex
and mono output.
www.kyoceramita.co.uk

Deep sleep
Oki has expanded its impressive
A4 colour MFP range with two
desktop models for executive
users and SMEs. The MC351
(print, copy, scan) and the
MC361 (print, copy, scan, fax)
have B&W/colour print speeds
of 24/22ppm and a first page
out time of just 8 seconds.
Useful productivity features
include a 50-page reversing
ADF for scanning double-sided
documents and a QWERTY
keyboard for quicker input
of email addresses. A ‘Deep
Sleep’ mode reduces power
consumption to just 1.5 watts.
www.okiprintingsolutions.com

Review and edit
documents
while standing
at your MFP

Sharp Electronics UK
Tel: 0800 138 5051
Email: mfp.suk@sharp.eu
www.binfo.co.uk
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Pure
Perfection

the new Samsung A3 colour multifunction
devices will revolutionise your workplace.
The MultiXpress CLX-9250ND / CLX-9350ND extends Samsung’s renowned functionality,
ease of use and low total cost of ownership to A3 colour printing, copying and scanning.
With fast print speeds and impressive media handling and finishing, the CLX-9250ND /
CLX-9350ND is the ultimate workgroup MFD. Use it to produce large format documents,
from complex spreadsheets to A4 colour booklets, or take advantage of the scanner and
workflow solutions to transform business processes and productivity.

Adjustable Display
The control panel tilts and moves sideto-side for comfort and ease of use.
An 8.9", colour LCD touch-screen
provides easy navigation of menus.

Flexible Paper Handling
Support for larger paper sizes up to
SRA3 and media up to 253gsm in
weight lets you produce high impact
marketing material in-house.

Simple Paper Loading
Large handles and adjustable
paper guides ensure paper can be
replenished quickly. A standard tray
holds 1,040 sheets.

Intuitive 8.9” Touch-screen
The programmable touch-screen
makes operation quick and easy.
Pre-programme common copy
jobs for no-fuss copying.

Easy Consumables
User replaceable toner cartridges
keeps servicing to a minimum and LED
warning lights & email alerts indicate
when the imaging unit is at the end life.

Ease of Use
All elements are clearly labelled with
symbols and icons for ease of use. Red
and green LED lights give at-a-glance
indication of machine status.

Samsung
Electronics
Co., Ltd.
MultiXpress
C9350ND

MultiXpress CLX-9250ND / CLX-9350ND
8 PRINT.IT

www.samsung.com/uk
0870 903 9500

Bulletin
Office Depot to offer Xerox
managed print services
Underlining the
potential of managed
print services to
introduce powerful new
players to the office
print market, contract
stationery supplier
Office Depot has joined
forces with Xerox to
deliver multi-brand
MPS to its customers throughout Europe.
The agreement will enable Office Depot to
combine office supplies and print solutions in a
single offering, giving customers the opportunity
to consolidate their supplier base, lower print
costs and reduce their carbon footprint.
Steve Neal, head of Managed Print Services
at Office Depot, said: “Office Depot continues
to develop a one stop shop solution for its
clients. Managed Print Services is a natural
progression which will provide additional services
and benefits directly to the end users. Our
partnership with Xerox Corporation will provide a
unique combination of Office Supplies, Print and
Solutions to the MPS marketplace”.
www.officedepot.co.uk

Cortado sets up mobile printing alliance
Cortado, the mobile division of ThinPrint,
has teamed up with Dell, Brother,
Funkwerk, Konica Minolta, Kyocera Mita
and Oki to form the first ever Cloud
Printing Alliance for manufacturers of
printers, routers and hotspot providers.
Membership indicates that a vendor’s
wireless printers are ‘cloud-ready’ and able
to print from smartphones or tablets using
the free Cortado Workplace app.
Cortado will continue to support the
print drivers of non-members, including HP.
It currently hosts more than 5,000 printer
drivers.
Commenting on the Alliance, Carsten
Mickeleit, CEO of ThinPrint AG, said: “With
this alliance we are setting a new standard
for cloud printing. Customers can use
a variety of devices and do not need to
purchase specialist cloud printing printers
or even turn on a computer to print. We
are delighted and proud that renowned
manufacturers such as Brother, Dell,
Funkwerk, Konica Minolta, Kyocera Mita and
OKI are using our cloud printing solution.”
Cortado Workplace is a free crossplatform cloud printing and file storage/

Develop opens new showroom

Develop MFP distributor
DSales (UK) has opened a
1,600 square foot training
centre at its headquarters in
Ripponden Business Park and
announced plans for a Milton
Keynes showroom. MD Jonathan
Whitworth said: “Develop
is expanding its range of
professional production systems
for commercial printing. Our
channel partners need training
and showroom facilities to
demonstrate these large
systems10:50 am Page 1
arpMX2610_StripAd3
23/3/11
and the expanded premises in
Dirk Roos (l) and Jonathan Whitworth
Ripponden provides that.” Last
open the new DSales (UK) 1600
year DSales (UK) sales grew by
square foot training centre in
12% to nearly £7 million.
Ripponden Business Park. Image
credit: Jim Fitton, The Halifax Courier.
www.developsalesuk.com

exchange solution for Android, BlackBerry,
Symbian and Apple iOS devices. The latest
version offers twice as much free storage
space (2GB) and support for WebDAV
access, which allows it to be set up as an
online drive on your PC, Mac or notebook,
effectively enabling Cortado Workplace to
function as a ‘cloud’ USB stick.
In addition to its free offering, Cortado
has announced a number of premium
paid-for services including extra storage
(to 5 or 10GB); the ability to create PDFs
and Zip files using a mobile device; and fax
packages for sending faxes directly from
smartphones and tablets.
www.cortado.com/workplace

Sharp acquires IOT
Sharp has strengthened its
ability to deliver managed print
services with the acquisition of
Wakefield-based IOT (Holdings)
Plc, which has a stong MPS
offering and nationwide inhouse servicing capability.
The acquisition of IOT will give
Sharp greater scope to tender
for public sector contracts and
the opportunity to increase
market share by upgrading
IOT’s existing customer base to
Sharp MFPs. IOT will continue
to trade under its existing name
and management team as a
subsidiary of Sharp Electronics.

Cargil to distribute
Toshiba MFPs
Toshiba TEC UK Imaging
Systems has appointed Cargil
Solutions as a distributor of
Toshiba e-STUDIO MFPs. The
agreement will enable Cargil’s
120 channel partners to
become authorised Toshiba
TEC stockists. Toshiba’s
range includes a Carbon
Zero option to offset all
emissions associated with the
manufacture, distribution and
use of its MFPs.
0844 880 6905
www.cargilsolutions.co.uk

This is Why we love
the design of the new
MX-2610 / 3110N

Sharp Electronics UK
Tel: 0800 138 5051
Email: mfp.suk@sharp.eu

www.binfo.co.uk
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Power to perform

ML5700eco – ultra reliable, fast,
high duty desktop dot matrix printers
9 or 24-pin, wide or narrow carriage, the ML5700eco Series offers a range of
fast, reliable dot matrix printers, all with truly versatile paper handling and
low running costs. And with low power consumption, long life ribbons and
the ability to print up to 7 part forms, they keep productivity levels high and
environmental impact low.

To find out more visit
10 PRINT.IT

www.oki.co.uk or call 01753 819856
0870 903 9500

Dot Matrix

Laser printer
owners pay ten
times too much
for bulk printing
Dot matrix printers are the
Cinderellas of the UK printer
industry. You won’t see them
at the glitzy launch parties
for laser and inkjet printers,
and only rarely do they get a
mention in press releases sent
out by Lexmark, Epson, Fujitsu
and other suppliers (the
honourable exception being
Oki – see below). But this
does not mean that they are
not busy chuntering away in
print-rooms, warehouses and
vehicles across the UK.

Despite all their hard work
and reliability, dot matrix
printers are undervalued in
this age of multi-functionality
and rationalisation when print
devices are judged on their
ability to perform a variety of
tasks with equal effectiveness.
Why persist with dot matrix
printers when a laser printer
can be co-opted to print from
legacy stock control systems in
between printing letters, reports
and presentations? Isn’t it more
cost-effective to use one printer
for a multitude of tasks?
Now Dascom, a manufacturer
of dot matrix printers and
distributor of laser devices, has
turned the tables on dot matrix’s
critics arguing that printing
stock reports, invoices, receipts,
waybills etc. on laser printers
is both uneconomical
and wasteful. It argues
that using a laser
printer for material of
this nature could add
£10,000 to the cost of
running a device over a
five-year period.

Versatile paper handling from Oki

Environmental credentials
Oki Printing Solutions has
include a 400 million character
launched a new range of
printhead, long-life ribbons and
desktop dot matrix printers
an energy-saving Sleep mode
with versatile paper handling
with power consumption of just
and low energy consumption.
1.5 watts.
Developed for a wide range of
There are four models in the
high volume printing applications,
range.
the ML5700eco Series prints at
The ML5720eco (80 column)
up to 700 characters per second
and ML5721eco (136 column)
(cps) and, for the first time on
are equipped with 9-pin print
an Oki device, incorporates a
heads for high speed output.
convenient
front
paper
feed
in
arpMX2610_StripAd4 23/3/11 10:51 am Page 1
With a top print speed of 700cps
addition to bottom and top paper
(characters per second), they
inputs. As standard, the printers
come with a multi-position tractor will power through transactions
and listings, printing on single or
feed unit for single or multi-part
multi-part forms up to 7-parts.
continuous paper.

The claim is based on an
analysis of the running costs of
a leading 33 pages per minute
(ppm) mono laser printer and a
comparable dot matrix machine,
the DASCOM T2265, producing
a typical workload of 10,000
prints per month.
Overall, the dot matrix printer
was found to be 90% cheaper
per copy than the laser device
if printing 600,000 pages over
five years. And that’s before you
take into account the financial
savings from the longer lifespan
of dot matrix devices.
Dascom GB, managing
director Robin Edwardes, said:
“It’s time the UK cut its print
costs. Bulk back office printing
needs to be cheap, high speed
and, most of all, reliable. Our
study shows that laser printing
is not an appropriate technology.
Appropriate technologies,
such as dot matrix printing
have recently been developed
by specialist manufacturers
to the point where their
speed, graphical and network
capabilities are stunning.

For mission critical, high volume
printing, their cost, capabilities
and mechanical characteristics
are unrivalled.”
He added: “UK business
has an expensive addiction
to laser printing and it’s got
to kick the habit. Why get a
Ferrari to do a Land Rover’s
job? It’s about choosing the
right tool. In the UK, most back
office printing fulfils routine but
mission critical jobs. The costs
of this printing are massive and
under-appreciated: they can
and should be cut. It’s both
unnecessary and an act of eco
vandalism to keep throwing
money at a profligate print model
that relies on hugely over-priced
consumables.”
Dascom manufactures and
markets dot matrix, passbook,
flatbed, mobile and thermal
printers under both the ‘Tally’
and ‘TallyDASCOM’ brand
names. It also distributes and
supports TallyGenicom line
printer and laser products.
www.dascom.co.uk/
reducecosts

The ML5790eco and
ML5791eco (80/136 columns
respectively) are equipped with
24-pin print heads for the best
possible print quality and a top
print speed of 576cps. They are
suitable for single or multi-part
forms of up to 6-parts.
The printers cost £549 for the
ML5720/ML5790 and £649
for the ML5721/ML5791.
Following the
introduction of the new
range, Oki has lowered
the price of the ML5500
Series to give customers a
lower cost option where the
enhanced performance and
functionality of the ML5700eco

Series are not required.
The new prices are £499
(RRP) for the ML5520/ML5590
and £599 (RRP) for the ML5521/
ML5591.

www.oki.co.uk

This is Why our
MX-2610 / 3110N are
simply the most advanced
MFPs you can buy

Sharp Electronics UK
Tel: 0800 138 5051
Email: mfp.suk@sharp.eu

www.binfo.co.uk
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A3 MFPs

So simple,
it’s brilliant
A lower entry point
for A3 colour MFPs
gives more choice to
small businesses and
departments with low
print volumes and
small budgets.

Kyocera’s Smart MFPs
include the B&W FS-6025MFP
(25ppm, £3149-£3,599) and
FS-6030MFP (30ppm, £4,499);
and the colour FS-C8020MFP
(20/20ppm, £5,359) and
FS-C8025MFP (25/25ppm,
£5,999).
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The trend in MFP sales is all
in one direction. According
to IDC, the ratio of A4 to A3
MFP sales went from 60:40
in 2004 to 76:24 last year.
By 2012, the research
company predicts, the ratio
will be 80:20.
Some might be surprised
that expensive A3 MFPs can still
command almost one quarter
of the market: after all, the
number of A3 pages produced
is comparatively small – 2-5%
according to most estimates
– and network printing allows
you to centralise A3 devices
and have A4 machines locally,
reducing the need for an A3
MFP on every floor.
In their favour, and
aside from the fact that
A3 devices are designed
for high volumes of A4
output too, office workers
still have a need to print
large format documents,
especially in colour.
As Brother’s success
with its entry-level inkjet
models shows (see cover
story on page 14), office
workers value the ability
to print in A3: what they
aren’t so happy about is
the high cost of existing
toner-based A3 devices.
In response, a growing
number of vendors,
among them Lexmark
and Kyocera Mita, have
introduced simplified A3
devices, with slower print
speeds, lower monthly print
volumes and a correspondingly
low purchase price – typically
around 33% less than a fully
fledged A3 MFP.
Lexmark X925DE
Lexmark recently announced
the Lexmark X925DE colour A3
MFP. Based on LED technology,
it has A4 print speeds of 30
pages per minute for black and
white and colour and sits below
the 40/45ppm (colour/mono)
X945e MFP and 30/40ppm
X940e in Lexmark’s range.
While being slower and less
versatile than its stablemates

Significantly cheaper:
the Lexmark X925DE

(it has no finishing units and
a smaller paper capacity), the
X925DE is significantly cheaper,
costing around £3,500 online
compared to about £7,000 for
the X940e and £7,500-8,000 for
the X945e MFP.
Many businesses will
consider reduced functionality
and slower print speeds a
price worth paying if it makes
A3 colour more affordable,
especially as in many respects
the Lexmark X925DE is stateof-the-art. Features include
a 10.2in colour touchscreen;
eTask interface; support for the
Lexmark Embedded Solutions
Framework (eSF) for integrating
third party applications;
energy-saving Sleep Button
and Hibernate mode; duplex
scanning; user-replaceable
consumables; and the latest
copy features, including the
ability to interrupt long print runs
to make a copy.
Kyocera Smart MFPs
Kyocera Mita is an interesting
case because it has a foot
in both camps, being both a
traditional copier MFP supplier
and a printer manufacturer. Its
new range of ECOSYS A3 MFPs
(see caption) sits between its A3
ECOSYS printers and its TASKalfa
MFPs, providing customers with
an affordable A3 solution that
could impact both markets.
In fact, Kyocera Mita product
manager Jonathan Robbins is
confident that these represent
a completely new category and
will have no impact on sales
of TASKalfa MFPs. Instead, he
believes that Smart MFPs will
appeal to smaller organisations
or departments that don’t have
the print volumes or budget to
warrant a fully fledged TASKalfa
MFP, as well as to customers
upgrading from an A3 printer to
an MFP.
According to Robbins, the
reason for choosing a Smart
MFP over a TASKalfa is all about
affordability and convenience:
“The initial purchase price of a
Smart MFP is about one third
less than TASKalfa MFPs, but

running costs are more. These
are low monthly duty cycle
machines (2,500-3,000 pages
a month), but if you compared a
TASKalfa 250 against the
FS-8020MFP, the 8020 would
be more economical if printing
up to 4,000 pages a month. With
mono devices the break even
point is up to 14,000 pages,”
he said.
The trade off is a reduction
in print speed, throughput
and functionality, as Smart
MFPs have no hard disk drive
and don’t support Kyocera’s
HyPAS platform for integrating
MFPs with third party print and
enterprise applications (though
Kyocera’s own secure print
and card-based authentication
systems are supported).
The greater simplicity of the
devices extends to servicing and
support requirements: replacing
the maintenance kit, which must
be done every 200,000 pages
on the colour machines and
every 300,000 pages on the
mono one takes an engineer
10-15 minutes compared to an
hour on TASKalfa devices.
The user interface is simpler,
too. “The colour touch-screen
front panel has a wizard so if
you are scanning you press
the scan button and it asks
where you want to scan to; then
in what format; and at what
resolution. One screen leads to
another: it’s much easier for an
end user. And the front panel
can be configured for individual
users with their own selection
of functions. Up to 20 users can
have their own default screens,”
explained Robbins.
Combining the core
functionality of an A3 MFP with
the configuration and price point
of an A4 MFP, Smart MFPs are a
welcome option at a time when
businesses must watch their
pennies, while continuing to
project a professional image.
0870 903 9500
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/ T his is Why   we announced world’s first MFPs
with finger-swipe touch control
New from Sharp is the MX-2610N and MX-3110N, the world’s first MFPs
with a finger-swipe touch control interface. Utilising a 10.1 inch control
panel, on which users can touch icons then tap, flick or slide a finger
to access every document, function and setting. Sharp believes
that the technology will revolutionise the way in which people
interact with MFPs, just as it did for mobile phones.
“This type of
control interface
is truly intuitive.
That’s why it has
become so popular
with other devices,” said
Marc Brion, Product Marketing
Manager. “You don’t need to
work out how to do something
– just touch the panel and
slide your finger. For many
people, it will be a very familiar
experience.”
The MX-2610N and MX-3110N
were designed for maximum ease of
use and a minimum learning curve.
The control screen, for example,
with its large, clear text and icons for
controlling every single feature and function, can
be tilted up or down for easy viewing,
The 26 pages-per-minute (ppm) MX-2610N
and the 31 ppm MX-3110N produce top quality
colour at full speed and come with two-sided
printing, copying, scanning and robust security as
standard. Print runs of all sizes, from just a few
pages to several thousand, can be performed in
colour or black and white at the full rated speeds.
For greater productivity, two MFPs of the same
model can be linked to share a print job between
them, effectively doubling the output speed.
Printing can be from PDF, TIFF and JPEG files
without using the print driver.
For copying, single-sided originals can be
scanned at the rate of 50 per minute or doublesided as fast as 20 per minute. There’s also a Job
Build function for scanning large volume jobs in
easily manageable batches, which are combined
for eventual output as a single job.
Scanning resolution is adjustable to 150 dpi
and scanned pages can be previewed on the
screen as single page, 3D or thumbnail images,
entirely controlled by the finger-swipe interface.
The user simply touches and slides to rotate
them, change their order, add or delete pages,
and then print, file or distribute as required.
Scanned documents can then be printed, filed,
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previewed, shared, and stored, saving time and
improving workflows.
Even though they are among the smallest A3
colour MFPs in their class, a wide range of extravalue options are available including a finisher
with electronic sorting and offset stacking, a
saddle-stitch finisher for easy, professionallooking documents, fax functionality, extra
security, additional paper drawers and third party
applications for automating manual office tasks.
The ‘user experience’ is fully customisable,
too. Individuals can create personalised home
screens on the control panel, giving them frontpage access to the tools and applications they
use most often, set against a choice of seven
background styles.
Sharp believes that this advanced integration
will lead to greater productivity. In the same way
that finger-swipe technology led to an explosive
growth in ‘apps’ for smartphones its use on MFPs
is expected to open the door to an increasingly
wide variety of applications and new work habits.
One example is the MFPs’ ability to run third
party Sharp OSA (Open System Architecture)
applications to streamline and automate everyday
office tasks, such as scanning documents directly
to appropriate destinations. And soon it will be
possible to enhance the new MFPs with full
internet access and Cloud connectivity.
Internet access will allow the browsing
and printing out of web content such as maps,
instructions, research material and photos,
without the need for a PC. Cloud connectivity
will let businesses reach beyond the firewall to
run Software as a Service (SaaS) applications
developed by Sharp’s Technology Partners. Sharp
believes that this is the start of a new age for
MFPs.
“This is just the first step in the next evolution
of office MFPs,” said Marc Brion, Product
Marketing Manager. “One day, every MFP will be
like this – a hub for using, managing and sharing
information across and beyond the enterprise.
They’ll give you walk-up access to everything,
everywhere.”

www.sharp.co.uk
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In a class of their own
With laser-like print speeds and automatic
two-sided printing and scanning,
Brother’s new generation of A3 inkjet
all-in-ones offers unrivalled flexibility and
convenience for businesses of all sizes.

Brother’s
genius was to
realise there
was a bigger
market for A3

Brother (UK) sales and marketing
director Phil Jones cites the
launch of the company’s A3
inkjet all-in-ones in 2008 as
one of the major highlights of
his time at Brother. In terms of
market impact and kudos for
the company, it is rivalled only
by Brother’s introduction of
affordable plain paper faxes in
1996, which dealt a death blow
to the thermal fax market.
Brother’s A3 inkjet all-in-ones
represent an equivalent stepchange in print technology, by
bringing A3 output within reach
of the smallest business at a
time when inkjet print technology
is once again being embraced
as an affordable, energy-efficient
option for business customers.
A3 inkjet printers did exist
in 2008, but they were aimed
at the photo market. Brother’s

genius was to realise that there
was a much bigger market for
A3 output amongst businesses
that could not afford an A3 laser
copier; and that by adding multifunctionality they could provide a
complete office print solution.
“We could see a growing
need for A3 in business as
computer monitors got bigger
and spreadsheets became more
complex,” Jones explained. “At
the time, people either had
to buy an expensive A3 laser
copier-based MFP or they had to
go to a print shop. We thought
that if we could bring out the
right product at the right price,
we could blow that market open.
“Our strategy was to sell an
A4/A3 colour MFP for under
£300. We could have introduced
a product for £1,000 and sold
one quarter the volume, but
instead we thought we’d go out
and own the category,” he said.
The latest market share
information from Context shows
how successful this strategy has
been. Brother is now the largest
colour A3 printer/MFP vendor
in Europe, with a market share
of over 50% and it continues to
own the print category it created
in 2008, being responsible for
MFC-J6910DW
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94.5% of all A3 colour inkjet
MFPs sold in 2010.
The 2010 market statistics
vindicate Brother’s decision
to focus on multi-functionality,
too. Last year, units sales of
A3 colour inkjet MFPs grew by
about 25%, while sales of singlefunction A3 colour inkjet printers
declined by almost a fifth
(18.83%). In the same period,
sales of A3 colour laser MFPs
increased by just 1.6%.
One aspect of the all-in-one’s
popularity that has surprised
even Jones is the breadth and
depth of demand.
“Initially we thought we would
open up the micro-business
market with the product, but
only 30% of sales have gone
to businesses with fewer than
50 people: 70% have gone to
businesses with more than 50
people. What this shows is that
more people want A3 than we
originally expected; that the
barrier to purchase was cost;
and, perhaps, that people want
decentralisation rather than
centralisation on departmental
devices,” he said.
What’s clear is that whether
you are a sole trader or a
marketing manager in a large
multi-national company, around
£300 is a very small price
to pay for the convenience
of being able to print proofs,
spreadsheets, presentations,
marketing material, posters,
signs, booklets and other large
format documents in colour,
on demand. Even before you
take into account additional
functionality, from A4 printing
to A3 colour scanning/copying,
Brother’s A3 all-in-ones are great
value.
“Around three hundred
pounds saves someone who
runs their own business the
inconvenience of getting in a
car, driving to a copy shop and
waiting in a queue to have a
document printed. It is a no
brainer for them. We have found
that a lot of customers have
bought this product for the sake
of convenience,” explained
Jones.

0870 903 9500

The new range
Brother’s new generation of A3
inkjet MFPs (see box) builds
on the success of the previous
series with faster print speeds,
enhanced ease of use and lower
running costs.
The two main enhancements
are a new printhead, which
delivers faster, laser equivalent
print speeds of 12 images per
minute (mono) and 10 ipm
(colour); and automatic twosided (duplex) printing in A3
and A4. The ability to print on
both sides of an A3 sheet saves
paper and makes it quicker and
easier to produce A4 booklets.
The top-of-the-range MFCJ6910DW also features a duplex
scanner that scans/copies
two-sided A4 documents in a
single pass.
Helping customers further
reduce print costs, Brother has
introduced a new high capacity
(XL) cartridge with a print yield
of up to 2,400 pages.
Usability has been improved
with a larger colour LCD screen
(with touch-screen operation on
the MFC-J6910DW); enhanced
connectivity, including fast
wireless N technology, Hi Speed
USB 2.0 and wired Ethernet;
and an embedded web server,
which makes it easy to configure
the machines and check the
status of print jobs.
Conclusion
For Phil Jones, the great
achievement of Brother’s first
generation of A3 inkjet all-inones was to make A3 printing
more accessible than ever
before.
“I genuinely feel we opened
the market for A3 in a way that
hadn’t been done before,” he
said. “Before you would either
buy an A3 photo printer; a
high end laser device that cost
thousands of pounds; or you
would go to a copy shop. We
surprised everybody with what
we did.”
With its outstanding new
generation of faster, more
versatile all-in-ones, Brother
is still springing surprises in a
category that it continues to
claim as its own.
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Brother Professional A3 Series
Highlights
• A3 print, copy, scan, fax
• Automatic two-sided printing (duplex)
in A3 and A4
• New generation print head
• Fastest ever speed of 12ipm (mono) and
10ipm (colour)
• XL Cartridges with a yield of up to 2400 pages
for a low cost per page
• Better paper handling – special media tray
takes up to 285gsm

Our strategy
was to sell an
A4/A3 colour
MFP for under
£300

• Wireless N technology with easy WPS setup
• Hi Speed USB 2.0
• Wired network (Ethernet)
• USB Host/PictBridge
• Large colour LCD screen (touchscreen on the
MFC-J6910DW)
• Media Card Centre
• Energy Star, Blue Angel and Nordic Swan
certified

How they compare
MFC-J6510DW
– A3/A4 Print Copy Scan and Fax
– 12/10ipm (mono/colour) print speed
– A3 Double sided printing
– 250-sheet paper capacity (plus single sheet special media tray)
– 35 sheet automatic document feeder
– 8.3cm colour TFT LCD screen
– Hi speed USB 2.0, Ethernet, Wireless (N)
– Pictbridge, USB Host, Media Card
Price (SRP Inc VAT): £299.99
MFC-J6710DW
Same as MFC-J6510DW plus:
– 500 sheet paper capacity (plus single sheet special media tray)
Price (SRP Inc VAT): £349.99
MFC-J6910DW
Same as the MFC-J6710DW plus:
– 8.3cm colour TFT Touch screen LCD screen;
– Duplex scanner for scanning/copying two-sided documents
Price (SRP Inc VAT): £379.99
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Touchscreen GUIs

Sharp brings a lightness of touch to its
new MX-2610N/MX-3110N colour MFPs

Fortune favours
the brave
Sharp’s bold choice of design for its MFPs proves the
old adage that fortune favours the brave. The unusual,
tactile finish introduced two years ago has proved
enormously successful in the UK, helping Sharp to
gain more than 10% share of the A3 colour MFP
market in the first half of 2010.

With print speeds of 26 and 31
pages per minute respectively,
the MX-2610N/MX-3110N sit
squarely in the fastest growing
segments of the A3 colour MFP
market, the 20-29ppm and 3049ppm sectors. Taken together,
these two segments are
expected to account for 85% of
all A3 colour MFP sales in years
to come (source: Infosource).
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On its new generation of
colour devices, the MX2610N/MX-3110N, Sharp
continues to break new
ground in this case with the
addition of a colour touchscreen with swipe controls.
This has allowed Sharp to
design a user interface with
just three hard buttons: one
to turn the machine on, one
to put it into power save mode
and one to revert to the home
screen. All other actions (and
resources e.g. address book,
MFP settings etc.) are accessed
by touching icons on the 10.1in
colour display.
The combination of Sharp’s
new MFP platform, pull-out
QWERTY keyboard, adjustable
10.1in colour screen and

swipe controls raises the bar
for usability, saving users time
and effort at the device itself.
A good example is the ability
to preview scanned pages
and change the orientation
of pages with a swipe of the
finger. You can also add blank
pages, change the order of
pages and even erase areas of
a scanned page, such as a line
of text or photo.
Another useful feature is
an intelligent action panel at
the top of the screen, which
presents a list of possible
actions based on selections
already made. For example
when copying it will give you
the option to save the scan or
route it electronically. Touching
the ‘Call Eco Program’ option
will automatically apply the
most environmentally sensitive
settings to a copy job.
Green machines
This feature highlights another
impressive aspect of the
MX-2610N/MX-3110N, its
enhanced environmental
credentials, which Sharp
alludes to in its use of green
as the default screen colour
(users can change this to one
of seven additional colours or
import their own image logo
or text e.g. a technical support
helpline number).
Through the use of new
materials, new toner and new
printing technology, Sharp
has managed to reduce the
environmental impact of
its devices throughout their
life cycle, from manufacture
and distribution to use on
a customer’s premises and
disposal at end of life.

The white LED scanner uses 75%
less power than conventional
Xenon lamps

Lighter and smaller
The new MFPs are 33% lighter
than their predecessors partly
due to the use of a strong
plastic resin instead of metal
for certain parts. Product
marketing manager Marc Brion
stressed that the new material
had no adverse effect on
durability, drawing an analogy
with Formula 1 cars: “They
make them lighter, but don’t
sacrifice strength,” he said.
The new machines are smaller
than their predecessors (and
competitor devices), measuring
583 x 658 x 829mm compared
to 620 x 695 x 950mm; and
neater, with pre-allocated
space for an IC card reader.
Energy-efficient
Sharp has cut MFP power
consumption by more than
two thirds, from a Typical
Energy Consumption (TEC) of
7.71 kWh/5.34 kWh on the
MX-2600N/MX-3100N to
2.34 kWh/1.95 kWh on the
MX-2610N/MX-3110N.
It has also reduced the
warm-up time from 60 seconds
to just 20 through a new ASIC
controller with power saving
capabilities; faster belt fusing
technology; new toner that
fuses at a lower temperature;
an energy-efficient white LED
scanner rather than a Xenon
lamp; and an Eco Scan mode
that stops the fuser from
heating up when the MFP is
only being used to scan.
Another interesting feature
(Xerox has something similar
on its ColorQube devices) is
an Eco Learning option that
analyses MFP usage over a
30-day period and puts the
MFPs into power save mode or
sleep mode based on historical
usage patterns. An alternative
and quicker option is to apply
your own settings using the
standard power management
scheduling tool.
Enhanced Productivity
Faster warm-up times are
not the only productivity
improvement on the new
devices. Other changes that are
likely to be welcomed by end
users include:
• Built-in web browser. The
adjustable screen is not just
for accessing MFP functions
and related solutions: it
0870 903 9500

can also be used as a web
browser so that you can go
online and print a web page
or PDF document at the MFP
itself;
• Improved Multifunctionality.
Previously, only one of the
MFPs’ two USB ports could be
used at the same time, which
meant that you could not use

Now users can use both USB ports
simultaneously

a USB-based print solution
and scan to/print from a
USB stick at the same time.
Now, both ports can be used
simultaneously;
• OSA Version 4.0. Sharp has
extended its development
platform to support
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
applications, as well as
premises-based solutions.
This reduces the need for
large-scale investment in
servers and software and
reduces the IT management
burden. One of the first SaaS
applications available is
the Docuversal document
management solution;
• More Filing Capacity.
Sharp has doubled the size
of the hard disk to 160GB
and increased file capacity
from 38GB/5,500 pages to
71GB/20,000 pages;
• Extra Security. As standard,
MFPs can revert to factory

Konica Minolta is
BLI’s Line of the Year
Testing laboratory Buyers Lab
International (BLI) has announced the
winners of its annual MFP Line of the
Year and Printer Line of the Year awards,
as well as its bi-annual Pick awards
given to the MFPs, printers and software
solutions that performed best in its
hands-on two-month evaluations.
BLI has awarded the coveted 2011 MFP
Line of Year award to Konica Minolta, which
last year won more ‘Picks’ than any other
vendor. BLI manager of laboratory testing
Pete Emory said: “Colour print quality is a
big differentiator for Konica Minolta. Unlike
the majority of business colour models we
test, Konica Minolta’s products maintain
extremely good and consistent output from
start to finish over the course of our highvolume tests.”
Konica Minolta’s mono line-up won
plaudits for its reliability; productivity;
comprehensive security features, including
standard hard drive over-writing; and the
wide range of software solutions that can
be integrated with the devices via bizhub
Extended Solution Technology (bEST).
The 2011 Printer Line of the Year award
was shared by Kyocera (for its mono range)
and HP (for its colour printers).
The following products all received
Winter Pick awards in recognition of their
superior value, functionality or ease of use.
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The combination of a touchscreen
and built-in keyboard gives users
the best of both worlds

settings at the end of a lease,
ensuring that any data is
removed prior to re-use or
disposal; and
• Improved image quality.
The new devices are the first
Sharp devices to support
Resolution Enhancement

A3 Document Imaging Devices
A3 Colour MFPs
20ppm: Xerox WorkCentre 7120
61-70ppm: Ricoh Aficio MP C6501SP
71-80ppm: Ricoh Aficio MP C7501SP
A3 Monochrome MFPs
21-30ppm: Konica Minolta bizhub 283
(also sold as Develop ineo 283); Konica
Minolta bizhub 223 (also sold as Develop
ineo 223); Samsung MultiXpress 8030ND
31-40ppm: Konica Minolta bizhub 363
(also sold as Develop ineo 363); Samsung
MultiXpress 8040ND
41-50ppm: Konica Minolta bizhub 423
(also sold as Develop ineo 423)
51-60ppm: Canon imageRUNNER Advance
6055/6055i
61-70ppm: Sharp MX-M623U
71-80ppm: Canon imageRUNNER Advance
6075/6075i
A3 Colour Printer
Large Workgroups: HP ColorLaserJet
CP5525 Series

Technology (RET) for
improved print quality of
9600 (equivalent) x 600dpi.
In addition, the new toner
supports wider colour
reproduction, especially of
cyan-based colours such as
blue or green.
These are significant
improvements, but inevitably it
will be the new user interface
that attracts all the attention.
As group product marketing
manager Tom Primett told
Print.IT: “There’s nothing else
like this on the market and
there won’t be for some time:
we have a good lead over the
competition.”
The success of Sharp’s
tactile MFP design shows
that customers are open
to something a little bit
different. On that basis the
new interface should help
Sharp swipe even more
market share.

A4 Document Imaging Devices
A4 Colour MFPs
Large Workgroups: Lexmark X792 series
Small Workgroups: Samsung CLX-6250FX
SMBs: Canon iSENSYS MF9280Cdn
SOHO: HP ColorLaserJet CM1415 Series
Business Inkjet: HP Officejet Pro 8500A
e-All-in-One series
A4 Mono MFPs
Mid-size Workgroups: Kyocera FS-3140
MFP, also sold as UTAX CD 1440 (mono)
Small Workgroups: Canon iSENSYS
MF5880dn (mono)
SOHO MFP: HP LaserJet Pro M1536dnf
(mono)
A4 Colour Printers
Large Workgroups: Lexmark C792 series
Small Workgroups: Samsung CLP-670ND
Mid-Size Workgroups: Ricoh Aficio SP
C431DN
SOHO: HP Color LaserJet CP1525nw
A4 Mono Printers
Mid-size Workgroups: Kyocera FS1370DN (also sold as UTAX LP 3335);
Kyocera FS-1320D (also sold as UTAX LP
3135)
Small Workgroups: Konica Minolta bizhub
20P
SOHO: Brother HL-2270DW
Personal: Canon i-SENSYS LBP6000
Consistently high colour print quality from devices
like the bizhub C452 helped Konica Minolta win
the coveted BLI MFP Line of the Year award
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Olivetti introduces two new
Colour A4 Printers to meet growing
UK business print requirements.
Olivetti have just launched the d-Color P2021 & the
d-Color P2026 in response to the growing trend in desktop
A4 colour that is now emerging within the workplace.
Recent figures from Gartner,
the Business Print analysts,
indicate that businesses, in
their desire to cut expense
and unnecessary purchasing,
have gradually been
replacing some of their
A3 MFP printers with more
cost effective A4 only
machines.

Gartner are predicting a
108% growth in the European
market place taking units
sold from 770,000 up to
1.6 million. This growing
trend will soon equate to
a significant movement of
from 50/50% A4/A3 split to
72% A4 & 28% A3 machines
shipped.
In effect this shows that
businesses are waking
up to potential savings by

integrating A4 and A3 MFPs
within their printer fleets, in
turn, cutting down on waste
and reducing their carbon
footprints.
To meet these new
working trends Olivetti have
introduced a new range of
A4 Printers for SMEs and
larger workgroups needing
a backup complementary
colour device with low initial
cost and high reliability.

Key Features of the New Olivetti
d-Color P2021 & d-Color P2026:
The Olivetti d-Color P2021 and d-Color P2026
desktop colour laser printers are the perfect solution,
for small and medium size workgroups, offering high
reliability, excellent print quality and low running
costs. Introducing a new compact design that
allows for easy front access. The standard cassette
and duplex handle paper up to 163 g/m2 up to A4
format, whilst the by-pass and optional multi-media
cassettes handle paper or envelopes up to 220 g/m2
(PF-530).
With optional paper cassettes fitted, the
d-Color P2021 supports up to 1,300 sheets, on-line,
and the d-Color P2026 provides up to 2,050 sheets
on-line. Designed to be fast (first print-out time
< 9 secs) & responsive, short warm up and calibration
time, these models deliver high productivity.
Engineered to be environmentally friendly, both
models are based on long-life component technology,
a low ozone emission system, with low noise printing
& power consumption system.
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Security in a
digital world…

• Speeds up tp 21 ppm and 26 ppm
respectively
• Compact design & easy front access
• Standard duplex function
• Large paper capacity
• Mulitformat and 220g/m2 paper handling
• Longlife printing components for a low
running cost
• Short & efficient calibration time
• Low first print out time
• Low noise printing & ozone emission

For more information
call 01908 547980
www.olivetti.co.uk
c.gordge@olivetti.com

www.binfo.co.uk

Data security is one of the
hottest topics in today’s
business world. Recently
articles released worldwide
have highlighted the
fact that today’s MFP’s
should be treated no
differently than any other
I.T. peripheral connected
to the network as they use
Hard Drives, processors
and network cards
found in any PC. In fact,
one of most regular
enquiries we receive
today from customers is
how secure is my data
and how can I control
who has access to the
machine.
At Olivetti, we take
the question of security
and control very
seriously, that is why
all our A3 Colour MFPs
come with a robust and
complete security suite
built-in, conforming
to the ISO15408 or
EAL3 Common Criteria
standard. For example,
all data stored on
to the HDD is fully
encrypted, in fact, the
HDD can also be set up
to automatically delete
information after copying,
scanning, printing or
faxing. Protection to the
HDD is further protected
by a password, so even if
the HDD was removed and
placed into a PC, without
the password, access to
the HDD is impossible.
The Administrator
can also initiate a full
sanitizing of the HDD if
the MFP is relocated to
another department or
location. In data sensitive
environments, data can

also be fully overwritten up
to 8 levels, this complies
with the strict criteria
as set down by the US
Department of Defence.
The Olivetti MFP’s
also support User
Authentication with up to
1,000 accounts built-in
where control of colour
use can also be set. Users
can authenticate against
the MFP or an external
authentication server
such as Active Directory.
Authentication can be
done by entering the
User ID and password, or
for faster access via the
unique Biometric Finger
Vein option or IC Card
option.
A popular feature
for users is our ID and
Print technology, simply
authenticate at the
machine and your personal
job is immediately printed.
In addition, any job
the user saves to their
personal Mailbox, can
only be accessed by their
unique password.
With Olivetti, your data
security is in safe hands…
These Olivetti security
measures and options
give our MFPs and printers
customes/users an
unprecedented degree of
security in today’s digital
age.
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Win the latest
iPod Nano*

Outstanding eco
performance, data
security and storage
from Develop ineo
range
DSales is the UK distributor of the
outstanding Develop range of ineo
multifuntionals and printers which for
the office market extends from the
entry-level ineo 164, a 16ppm (print
per minute) printer to the ineo 751
multifunctional system with an output
speed of 75ppm. The range also has the
ineo+ colour multifunctional systems
with print speeds from 22 to 50 pages per
minute to meet all customer applications.
With growing demand from customers
for environmental friendly machines
with low running costs the latest ineo
multifunctionals have typical electricity
consumption values that are amongst the
lowest in their class. Eco-friendly operation
keeps energy usage well within the latest
regulations of the Energy Star and the
German Blue Angel international standards.
Because data security is now a major
concern for customers the Develop ineo
range complies with the ISO 15408
internationally accredited security standard
for office machines and have 192 or 256 bit
data encryption for RAM memory and hard
drives. To prevent unauthorised access to
print jobs, secure user access can be via user
name and password; non-contact IC swipe
card; or a finger vein scanner for biometric
authentication.
As scanning and electronic storage of
documents is now a popular requirement
most ineo multifunctional systems offer
high-speed scanning. DSales also now offers
Store+Find an electronic storage application
that can be integrated with the Develop
ineo+ range. Available in three versions
Store+Find is an easy, reasonably priced
solution which has been specially designed
for small and medium sized businesses.
For more information on the exciting
Develop ineo range from DSales call
0844 980 0377; visit www.dsales.co.uk;
or email admin@dsales.eu
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For a chance to win
the latest iPod Nano
simply complete the
following survey.
The first entry drawn out
of the hat after the closing
date will be the winner.

Develop Survey Form
Simply fill in and send to: (The deadline for entries is 31 May 2011)
PrintIT Develop Survey
Kingswood Media, 4 New Cottages, Green Farm Lane,
Shorne, Kent, DA12 3HQ.
Name
Company
Address
Postcode
Tel

Email

What best describes your type of business?
o General office
o Legal/Accountants
o Education/Health
o Local Authority
o Printer/Publisher
o Other (please state)
Please rate the features of an MFP in order
of importance; 1 being most important,
6 least important
___ A3 printing
___ Duplex printing
___ Copying
___ Scanning
___ Fax
___ Document storage
What criteria are considered when choosing
a MFP? (tick all that apply)
o Machine cost
o Print quality
o Print speed
o Cost per copy
o Paper size & weight handling
o Environmental credentials
o Brand name
o Machine size
o Ease of use
o Data Security
o Machine colour/design
o Accessories e.g. finishing options

What type of documents do you print?
o General office e.g. letters & emails
o Financial e.g. statements and invoices
o Finished booklets / reports
o Commercial artwork
o Other (please state)
And are the documents mainly
o Colour
o Mono
What, if any, optional accessories or
enhancements would you consider useful?
o Stapling
o Hole punching
o Folding
o Booklet making
o Additional security/accessibility
o Dual sided single-pass scanning
o Enhanced print controller e.g. Fiery
o Document management
Considering Document management, which
features would you consider important?
o Space saving electronic archiving
o Document indexing & searching
o OCR recognition
o Ease of use
o Attractively priced
o Integration with MS Office
What is your approximate average monthly
print/copy volume?
o Up to 1000 copies
o 1000-10000
o 10000-50000
o 50000+

* the final iPod Nano may differ from model shown.
All decisions are final and no correspondence will be entered into.

Production Print

An industry in transition
The role of paper as a means of delivering
information is changing, bringing new opportunities
for manufacturers of inkjet presses.

Xerox Espresso
Book Machine

This month the Xerox Espresso
Book Machine finally goes on
sale in the US, giving book
lovers the opportunity to print
books on demand in libraries,
high street shops and other
retail outlets. Like e-books,
Xerox’s machine gives users
instant access to books that
are out-of-print or no longer
held in stock.
Fundamental shifts are
occurring in other areas of book
publishing, too, as publishers
attempt to cut costs and waste
from book production and
distribution. According to Aurelio
Maruggi, vice president and
general manager of Inkjet High
Speed Production Solutions at
HP, these changes are driving
demand for HP’s inkjet web
presses.
In a webinar held at the end
of February, he argued that book
publishers are being affected
by two main trends: the multichannel delivery of content
(e.g. e-books); and the need for
publishers to distribute books
more effectively.

He suggested that the current
model based around large print
runs of 5,000 to 75,000 copies
is both costly and wasteful: the
distribution and warehousing
of books accounts for 7-23%
of revenues, according to
PIRA; while the Association of
American Publishers points out
that 25-40% of printed books
are returned unsold for pulping.
Nielson Bookscan figures show
that in 2008, 24% of book pages
printed were for titles with sales
volumes of less than 2,500
copies.
“There is an impetus for
publishers to be more effective
in the distribution of books to
optimise the cost structure
and to satisfy multi-channel
content. It is more difficult for
publishers to predict how many
books will be sold in electronic
form and how many in hard copy
format. So printers have seen
a reduction in print runs and
turnaround times,” Maruggi said.

HP predicts that in the future,
publishers will attempt to match
supply more closely with demand
by producing short print runs of
1,000 to 3,000 copies on digital
rather than offset presses.
Maruggi pointed out that in
addition to reduced warehousing,
distribution and waste disposal
costs, the transition to flexible
digital printing could reduce
carbon emissions by 30%.
He added that shorter print
runs and the ability of digital
printers to handle variable data
would allow publishers to print
custom editions of publications;
produce test runs to see if a
product will sell; and change
inventories more frequently.
Transition to digital
One company already making the
transition to digital book printing
is Pearson Publishing, which
expects to print more than two
billion pages on inkjet presses
in 2011, as it moves from a
‘print and pray’ to a Just-in-Time
inventory model.
In Europe, leading book
printer CPI has invested in inkjet
presses to meet demand from
publishers for shorter print
runs. Although it now prints
twice as many titles as in 1995,
print volumes have remained
the same (approx 500 million
books) due to shorter print runs.
Between 2005 and 2009, CPI
saw a 20% reduction in print
run size, with a further 20%
reduction in 2009-10.
So far, CPI has installed three
HP T300 digital inkjet presses
and three HP Indigo 7200s (for
colour covers) in fully automated

lines producing bound books
from white paper. It plans to add
eight more by 2012.
The transition from analogue
to digital has brought significant
benefits to CPI, including savings
in pre-press and set-up time;
zero make-ready time, which
makes it possible to print
different books one after the
other without stopping the press;
and the flexibility to produce one
or four-colour output in sizes
from pocket to A4.
Digital penetration of the
book publishing market is still in
its early stages – digital systems
accounted for 2% of pages
printed last year – but the pace
of analogue to digital conversion
is accelerating.
Direct Mail
Another market where digital
presses have real potential is
direct mail. The need for variable
data means that digital systems
have already had a big impact
in this area (34% of direct mail
pages are output on digital
devices), but Maruggi believes
there is scope for HP digital
presses to make further inroads.
“Here the major trend is
around delivering the right
information to the right customer
at the right time. This is an
impetus because the marketing
spend has been reduced so there
needs to be a better return from
more targeted mailings,” he said.
“The major trend is from
mono offset printing to single
step, four-colour variable
printing, which lets direct mail
be more targeted. There will be
a move from mass mailing of
static information to targeted,
personalised mail. We are
seeing marketing campaigns
continued...

HP T350
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Production Print
An Industry in Transition
continued...

shrink in volume as we go
from a broadcast to a targeted
model, with more frequent, more
targeted mailings.”
The direct mail industry
already makes use of digital
printers for the printing of
customer details on pre-printed
shells. In the future pre-printed
content will be output digitally at
the same time as variable data.
Europe’s largest direct
mail producer Communisis
uses both traditional offset
printers and digital alternatives
to produce 1.5 million packs

daily. It compared the impact
of producing 259,000 targeted
Barclaycard packs a month on
digital and analogue presses
and found that the former cut
the number of base artwork
variations from 56 to 1; reduced
the number of aluminium
printing plates from 220 to zero;
and cut the total number of A4
sheets that needed to be printed
from 1,600,000 to 408,000.
Switching from analogue to
digital for this project alone
resulted in annual reductions in
paper waste of 116,000kg and a

Digital Alternatives

Canon DreamLabo 5000

Waterless injets
Xerox has extended the scope of
the solid ink technology used in
its Phaser desktop printers and
ColorQube MFPs with the launch
of the world’s first high speed
‘waterless’ inkjet printing system.
With a throughput of nearly
2,200 pages (or 500 feet) per
minute, the Xerox Production
Inkjet System has been designed
for on demand personalised
direct mail, transpromo and
digital publishing applications.
Xerox claims that its waterless
technology has a number of
advantages over competitor
products, including the ability to
print vibrant, consistent colour
on low-cost, offset paper without
the risk of ink seeping into the
page. Other benefits include an
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intelligent monitoring system that
automatically makes adjustments
if an ink nozzle isn’t firing
properly to maximise machine
uptime; and easier de-inking of
paper during recycling.
Books on demand
Xerox’s Espresso Book Machine
has finally gone on sale in the
US, giving libraries, universities,
bookshops and other retail
outlets a new source of revenue.
Based on a Xerox 4112 copier/
printer, the self-contained
solution prints, binds and trims

rise in paper yield from 16%
to 98%.
The need for greater flexibility
in both direct mail and book
publishing is having a significant
effect on demand for inkjet
presses. According to Lyra
Research’s Commercial Inkjet
Printing Advisory Service, the
number of inkjet presses shipped
grew from 67 in 2008, to 167 in
2009 and 284 in 2010.
Sales of HP’s own inkjet web
presses (the T200, T300 and
T350) are also building, as is
the number of pages printed on

them. HP has now sold more
than 25 systems worldwide
and in the last 12 months, the
installed base of HP presses
printed 1.6 billion pages – more
than half of them in the last four
months.
HP has just made its first
sale in Asia, to CTPS which has
a book manufacturing facility
in Dougguan, South China, and
is receiving repeat orders from
existing customers: Courier has
just ordered a third press and
Communisis has installed a
second T300.
Xerox Production Inkjet Technology

paperbacks with colour covers
while the customer waits.
EspressNet software developed
by OnDemand Books connects
the machine to a vast repository
of content, allowing consumers
to print millions of copyrighted,
public-domain and self-published
books on demand.
Global Alliance
Heidelberg has signed a global
agreement to market Ricoh’s
range of production printing
solutions, services and support,
including Ricoh’s latest colour
digital press, the 90 pages per
minute Ricoh Pro C901 Graphic
Arts Edition. The phased roll-out
will start in the UK and Germany
in April 2011 and extend to other
countries before drupa 2012.
Access to Ricoh’s digital line-up
will enable Heidelberg offset
customers to meet growing
demand for variable data
printing, short-run colour and
same day services. As part of the
distribution agreement, the two
companies plan to jointly develop
future printing applications.

Production photo printing
Canon has announced its entry
into the European production
photo printing market with the
launch of the DreamLabo 5000
inkjet printer. Available from
early next year, the DreamLabo
5000 sets a new standard for
the production printing of high
quality photos and high definition
text, making it suitable for
print-on-demand items, such
as bespoke brochures, as well
as premium photo albums,
photo books, photo calendars
and photo collages. Featuring a
newly developed, high density
fixed printhead and auto duplex
capability, the DreamLabo 5000
can print 40 photo prints (102
x 152mm) in one minute or the
contents of a 20-page A4-size
photo album in just 72 seconds.
To maximise productivity, paper
and ink can be replaced during
printing. Canon claims that
the seven-colour dye-based
ink system delivers smooth
gradations and a level of colour
representation superior to that
of conventional silver halide
photographs.
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EXPOSE THE HIDDEN COSTS IN
YOUR ORGANISATION
WITH MANAGED DOCUMENT SERVICES FROM KYOCERA

Printing and copying costs are often underestimated. In fact, they can consume
up to 6% of your organisation’s turnover, as well as tying up capital. KYOCERA’s
Managed Document Services can avoid capital outlay and reduce operating
costs by 30% or more. Our in-depth audit will identify your costs and inform a
bespoke optimisation strategy. Through ongoing ﬂeet management we’ll ensure
the solution operates reliably and adapts to changing requirements. And by
incorporating the long-life technology and waste-reduction features of our ECOSYS
and TASKalfa devices, we can help you deliver on your sustainability goals too.
KYOCERA. COUNT ON US.
KYOCERA MITA UK Ltd – Phone: 08457 103 104 – www.kyoceramita.co.uk
KYOCERA MITA Corporation – www.kyoceramita.com

Introducing the new Lexmark

GENESIS S815 ALL-IN-ONE PRINTER
PRINT COPY SCAN FAX WEB

Printing with a
touch of style
FLASH

MYTOUCH

TOUCH SCREEN

3-YEAR
GUARANTEE

SCAN

SCAN 3 SECOND

WIRELESS-N

3 SECONDS SCAN*

WIRELESS

Available to buy now from www.lexmarkonline.co.uk or your Lexmark Authorised Reseller.
* Scanning a one page document or photo on USB-connected, All-In-One Printer using a PC with the Lexmark Printer Home Interface’s PDF
or Photo function. Actual scan timemay vary based on factors such as PC performance and operating system, use of wireless connections
and use of document edit/character recognition function.

